
Thanet Archery Club

Committee Meeting minutes.

November  12th 2020  7:30pm (on Zoom)

1/ Apologies –  Anne Fretwell, John Marshall.

2/ Present –  Dick Bailey, Mike Davis, Colin Gallagher, Bob Gawler, Fred Hammond, Roy 
Holden, Ryan Holden, Pete Verrall. (Frank Pullen tried to join just before 8pm)

3/ AGM
a/ Treasurers accounts – any questions?

None, though Colin asked if we would take up his suggestion of moving the 
accounting period back a month to start of indoor to avoid accounting anomalies with 
the indoor season. Mike said he didn't think it would matter as it balanced out out the 
year.

b/ General AGM agenda queries
- Matters arising from Statement of Accounts – Mike D asked what time frame were we 
thinking in terms of members raising queries. PV said that he would send out the agenda 
10 days before the set AGM date (26th Nov) and would ask for any matters arising to be 
sent to the Club Secretary ASAP. Simple factual queries will forward to Mike & Colin. 
Anything convoluted might need a Zoom meeting on Thursday 26th. Mike asked PV to 
include the Surveymonkey link in the email as well.
- Trophy awards – Mike said we obviously can't hand out trophies at present, but will set 
a suitable future date – maybe Christmas frostbite shoot, or early in new year.

c/ Christmas frostbite shoot
- Mike asked if we should include the Christmas shoot on the AGM agenda since we don't
know whether we will be able to run it. PV said that it's better to assume we can run it 
because if we leave it until December, it leaves very little time to organise. If we get some
of the prep out of the way it leaves less to do in December.
- Target faces - Mike asked who was going to take responsibility for these. PV said he 
could print these out. Mike said that what we've done previous years is print out one set 
and then get copies made at a local printer, and then stick them to the back of the normal
club target faces. PV agreed that was the best way of doing it.
- Scoring – PV said he'd appreciate some thoughts on coming up with a fair scoring 
system. Mike said he'd take a look at the scoring.

4/ AOB
- Bob said he's got the H&S form from Emma Taker to visit the field to re-mark the field
during lock-down hopefully first visit this Saturday. PV asked about dropping off 3 
trophies while Bob's there, but Mike & Bob said to hang on to them for the time being.
- Bob also mentioned sending next year's fixture list to Emma as some events such as the
May weekend have-a-go (and possibly the Sylvia shoot) will need additional parking and 
we need to discuss with the school. PV commented that the school will also probably be 



asking us again about have-a-go's for their students, and Bob said the May have-a-go will
be open to all, including the school, so their pupils/staff can sign up too.

Meeting ended at 7.55pm.
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